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Medical doctors have a wide variety of experiences with patients. Therefore, they are generally fast in the evaluation of the entire human body. For example, looking at the morphology of the human body, they can identify the chronic inflammatory disease of the axial skeleton, termed ankylosing spondylitis, previously known as Bekhterev’s disease. For many natural scientists and engineers, these abilities are fascinating and surprising, at once.

For the diagnosis of an increasing number of diseases, however, a more detailed evaluation, for example, on the basis of radiological data, is necessary. The amount of high-resolution data obtained is huge and usually overburdens the medical experts. Interdisciplinary cooperation with computer scientists to (semi)automatically analyze the imaging data becomes more and more common. These assessments are often expensive and time-consuming. Nonetheless, the available clinical imaging modalities even with the best spatial resolution do not reach the resolution needed to visualize individual biological cells with sizes of about 10 μm. To this end, it appears dubious, why patients can benefit from nanotechnology.

Reading the instruction leaflets of currently available sun crèmes or sensitive toothpastes, we realize, however, that nanotechnology has reached our daily routine. This book will hardly deal with these well-established, systemic applications, we have known from pharmacy for decades, but with the impact of nanotechnology on dedicated future therapies for the most important diseases.

The leading cause of death in our society relates to cardiovascular diseases [1]. Therefore, the first part of this book, which consists of four chapters from medical experts, that is, cardiologist, internist, immunologist, and natural scientists, targets current research activities toward nonsystemic treatments. For example, nitroglycerin is currently administered to widen the constricted atherosclerotic arteries in a systemic fashion. The vasodilator widens all arteries and veins with serious side effects, including a drastic blood pressure drop. Therefore, the nitroglycerin dose has to be kept limited. Specific biomarkers...
for this prevalent inflammation do not exist. Consequently, researchers proposed to exploit the wall shear stress increased at constricted arteries with respect to the healthy parts as purely physical trigger to release drugs from mechanosensitive containers or particles of nanometer size [2,3]. These nanotechnology-based innovations are sweeping the established cardiovascular treatments, especially before the patients reach the operating room and endovascular devices for intra-arterial clot lysis, stent implantation, or arterial balloon dilatation could become effective [4].

Second most common cause of death is cancer. It is, therefore, not surprising that the second part of the book is dedicated to alternative diagnoses and treatments of cancer. Although one can cleverly combine pharmaceutical, surgical, and radiation treatments to heal patients, alternative strategies to fight against cancer are more than desirable. The four related chapters depict how contemporary methods and sophisticated materials can contribute to a reliable diagnosis and, more important, to powerful treatments of cancerous tissues even deeply inside the human body difficult to reach. Here, the deep understanding of the physical interactions between the probes such as photons or protons and the biological matter is essential for the selection and the future development of treatment strategies for the general public.

The third part of the book relates to the most common diseases, which are caries, musculoskeletal diseases, incontinence, and allergies. Although they often do not result in death, they massively influence our quality of life.

Caries is the most common infectious bacterial diseases in the world [5]. The disease first destroys the human enamel, which is a unique biologically ordered material with hydroxyapatite crystallites being organized into a fibrous continuum. In healthy state, it remains stable for decades and centuries or even millennia. Currently, no engineering process exists to biomimetically repair this unique biological material with a well-defined nanostructural organization. Therefore, the burden of dental caries lasts for a lifetime. Once the tooth structure is destroyed, it will usually need restoration and additional maintenance throughout life. In addition, the economic impact of such therapeutic approaches is enormous. The World Health Organization estimated that the dental treatment costs accounted for 5–10% of healthcare budgets in industrialized countries and additional costs are caused through absences from work [6,7]. So far, treatments rely on mechanical replacement of decayed tissue by inert biomaterials such as isotropic polymers or composites. Recently, the analysis of the healthy and diseased crowns down to the nanometer scale has led to the necessary anatomical knowledge to develop biomimetic dental fillings, which contain elongated nanostructures with the orientations present in dentin and enamel [8]. Furthermore, the detailed analysis of the caries pathology using X-ray scattering has shown that while bacterial processes dissolve the minerals in enamel and dentin, the dentinal collagen network remains unaffected, enabling the development of treatments to remineralize the dentin [9,10].
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The musculoskeletal system demands increasingly frequent treatments with metallic load-bearing implants, which include artificial hips, knees, and dental implants. In general, these metals integrate well into the bone because the sandblasted and etched oxide surface contains a multiplicity of features on the micro- and nanometer scale, which exhibit similarities to the nanometer-size minerals in bone. Therefore, it has been stated that the morphology of the implant’s surface tends to have a greater effect than chemical patterns, when both chemical patterns and topographic ones are offered to biological cells [11]. The vital role of the nanostructures in avoiding inflammatory reactions and in reaching cytocompatibility was demonstrated using nanopyramids naturally formed in heteroepitaxy of semiconductors [12,13]. In contrast to metals, high-performance polymers are radiolucent and magnetic resonance imaging compatible, which allow the diagnostic examination of tissues in implant’s vicinity. Only recently, the systematic polymer structuring on the nanometer scale for centimeter-size implants was explored [14]. It is relatively easy to produce micro- and nanostructures with a preferential orientation, which better mimic the anisotropy of the bony tissues within our body [15]. Therefore, one can reasonably expect that polymeric load-bearing implants will be employed in near future at least for dedicated cases.

The aging of our society has led to the increasing prevalence of social and economic burdening by age-related diseases, including urinary and fecal incontinence. In comparatively simple cases, conservative therapy is successful. Surgical therapy is advisable for more complex cases, where the extent of surgery depends on the severity. In severe cases, artificial sphincter systems are applied, which currently rely on fluid-filled cuffs. So far, they are not part of everyday surgical treatments owing to the large number of complications, including wound infection, postoperative pain, and consecutive resurgeries. One of the main drawbacks is the constant pressure acting on the hollow organ. The natural counterpart, however, adapts to external factors such as climbing stairs or resting in bed, so that the function is guaranteed and the tissue can regenerate. Hence, sensor-controlled devices with the necessary time response have to be developed [16]. As dielectric elastomer actuators (DEA) not only provide the necessary forces, strains, and response time but can also simultaneously be operated as sensors, these artificial muscles have a huge potential to become the basis of future active implants [17]. There are, however, several challenges to be solved, mainly related to the high voltages required to drive micrometer-thin DEA. Sandwiched nanometer-thin elastomer films with ultrathin compliant electrodes have to be made available to fabricate biomimetic artificial sphincters and finally to successfully treat incontinence.

The book Nanotechnology for Human Health should promote the prosperous use of nanotechnology in prevention, diagnosis, and therapy of the most relevant diseases of our century. It should comparably become a tool for research-interested medical doctors as well as natural scientists and engineers with a strong affinity to support curing patients [18,19]. In this manner, patients concerned will benefit from this collaborative initiative of an interdisciplinary team of researchers.


